USD 175 ADULTS / USD 115 CHILDREN (UNDER 12 YEARS OLD)

** Note: Handling Fee SGD 20 per booking apply if purchase only Optional Tours **

Departure from Hotel around 8h00 / Return to Hotel around 17h00
After leaving Black River, you will go to Tamarin Bay in order to meet the dolphins in their natural habitat. This is a
unique chance to explore the life of its magnificent marine mammals in their aquatic habitat.
The catamaran will continue its way along the coral reefs of Tamarin Bay Lagoon to Tamarin.
During this cruise, in some key places, the catamaran will stop for a break
snorkelling, where you can swim and snorkel in the lagoon or enjoy the sun and
drink on board the catamaran.
The west coast is rich in marine life, and this is a great opportunity to take a
look at the amazing beauty of underwater life Mauritian. You will have the
opportunity to see the amazing underwater life, filled with hundreds of brightly
colored fish!
After the break snorkelling, you will enjoy a delicious BBQ meal prepared on a
buffet on board the catamaran.
After you move toward the rocks of Crystal, enjoying a spectacular view of the
row of Rempart mountain and Black River on the road. You will continue to
navigate to Ile Aux Bénitiers and later you return to Tamarin and Black River.

Additional Information
Inclusions:

Exclusions:








 Gratuities

Transfer by private vehicle
Transfers to / from hotel return
BBQ Lunch
Local Drink
Snorkeling
Live Music
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CONDITIONS - TRANSFER AND EXCURSIONS

Minimum number of participants: 02 adults
Representatives & guides
This proposal includes an english chauffeur driven guide.
Rate:
Rates are in USD. The rates may need to change for reasons that we cannot control (government
decisions, devaluation).
Tax:
The 15% VAT in force in Mauritius is included in the price.
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